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Abstract: Grouting is one of the main technical means to prevent water inrush hazards in coal seam
floor aquifers. It is of great significance to elucidate the diffusion law of slurry in the process of
grouting in fractured aquifers for safe mining in coal mines. In this paper, the mechanism of slurry
diffusion in horizontal fractures of fractured aquifers was studied based on the Bingham slurry with
time-varying characteristics; additionally, a one-dimensional seepage grouting theoretical model
considering the temporal and spatial variation of slurry viscosity under constant grouting rate was
established. In this model, the grouting pressure required by the predetermined slurry diffusion
radius can be obtained by knowing the grouting hole pressure and injection flow. Slurry properties,
fracture parameters, grouting parameters, and water pressure were the parameters affecting the
slurry diffusion process. Looking at the problem of water disaster prevention of coal seam floor in
the Working Face 2509 of the Chensilou Coal Mine, according to the aquifer parameters and model
calculation results, a grouting scheme with a slurry diffusion radius of 20 m and grouting pressure of
12 MPa was proposed. Finally, with the comparative analysis of the transient electromagnetic method
(TEM) and water inflow before and after grouting, it was verified that the design grouting pressure
and the spacing of grouting holes were reasonable and the grouting effect was good.

Keywords: fractured aquifer; Bingham slurry; grout diffusion model; slurry diffusion distance;
grouting effect

1. Introduction

With the exploitation of coal resource extending deeper in China, the threat of mine
water disasters to coal mining safety is becoming more and more obvious [1–5]. In the mining
process of a Carboniferous–Permian coal seam in a North China coal field, the working face is
seriously threatened by a high pressure limestone aquifer [6,7] in the coal seam floor (Figure 1).
As a kind of coal mine geological guarantee technology, grouting technology is often applied
in mining to control for water disasters, and the analysis of slurry diffusion rules and grouting
effects in grouting engineering are urgent and difficult problems [8–11].

At present, many scientific researchers have been conducting significant research on
slurry diffusion rules, and fruitful research results have been achieved [12–16]. Grouting
theory is the basis for the study of slurry diffusion rules, which can provide guidance for
the design and implementation of grouting engineering [17–22]. The existing grouting
theories mainly include pore rock mass grouting theory [23], fractured rock mass grouting
theory [24], fracturing grouting theory [25], compaction grouting theory [26], and dynamic
water grouting theory [27]. Theoretical analysis is an effective means to study the rules of
slurry diffusion, in which the rule of slurry flow in a single fracture is the basis of the study
of slurry diffusion rules.
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Figure 1. Disaster caused by floor water inrush in a mine working face.

Some scholars simulated the grout diffusion rule in hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
conditions through artificial equipment, and put forward the flow equation of slurry in
a single fracture [28–31]. A quasi-three-dimensional fracture grouting test system was
developed for hydrodynamic conditions, the slurry diffusion rule was studied and the
grouting plugging method of water inrush in fractured rock mass was put forward [32].
The grouting plugging mechanism of rock mass was studied by using a seepage grouting
simulation test device with three-dimensional constant pressure [33].

The evaluation of grouting effect is an indispensable step in grouting engineer-
ing [34,35]. Liu et al., treated loess strata in the tunnel by curtain grouting and evaluated
the grouting effect through ground penetrating radar (GPR) and numerical simulation
method [36]. It was concluded that grouting can effectively block the inflow and seepage of
groundwater, and effectively control disasters such as water and mud inflow in the heading
face. Zhang et al., systematically classified the grouting effect evaluation methods and put
forward the inspection methods and standards of various grouting technologies, which
provided a reference for the grouting construction of similar projects [37]. In addition,
many scholars studied the diffusion law of cement slurry in planar fractures by numerical
simulation software and obtained the parameters such as diffusion radius and grouting
pressure of slurry [8,9,38–42].

The above research mainly focused on grouting simulation experiments in the labora-
tory, nevertheless, most of the grouting projects for mine water disaster control are carried
out in limestone or sandstone aquifers, and the parameters in the grouting process are often
determined based on experience and lack of corresponding theoretical basis [43]. More
importantly, as the most commonly used grouting in engineering, the viscosity of cement
slurry is time-varying; that is, the viscosity tends to increase with time, and the slurry diffu-
sion radius will be much smaller if time variability is considered. However, many grouting
diffusion theories ignored this property, and the viscosity used in the establishment of the
grouting diffusion model was fixed as the initial viscosity value [44]. The theoretical values
used in the model were obviously much larger than the actual values, and the grouting
hole distance designed was also unreasonable, which was difficult to ensure the grouting
effect when used to guide the construction. In the light of existing problems, this paper
aims to study the diffusion mechanism and grouting effect of slurry with time-dependent
behavior of viscosity, and then provides guidance for the design and implementation of
aquifer grouting engineering.

2. Methodology
2.1. Basic Assumptions of Slurry Flow Model

The following hypotheses are presented [32]:

1. The slurry is non-compressible and isotropic.
2. The influence of fracture roughness is not considered and the migration velocity of

grouting slurry on the fracture walls is constant at 0.
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3. Slurry does not enter the rock mass during the flow process and penetrate through
the fracture walls.

4. Constant pressure and uniform speed grouting are adopted in the grouting method.
5. The fractures are horizontally distributed and evenly distributed, and the influence of

gravity on the slurry diffusion process is not considered.
6. The right side of slurry under static water pressure is abrupt, and the additional stress

caused by slurry movement and groundwater displacement is ignored.

2.2. Basic Equations of the Slurry Flow Model

To study the diffusion law of slurry under fluid–solid coupling, it is necessary to
accurately describe all the details of slurry flow in fractures. Therefore, the Navier–Stokes
(N-S) equation is used as the motion equation of slurry diffusion, which is based on
momentum conservation, and its expression is [45]

ρ
∂v
∂t

+ ρ(v · ∇)v = ∇ ·
{
−p · I + µ

[
∇v + (∇v)T

]
− 2

3
µ(∇ · v)I

}
+ F (1)

where ρ is slurry density, ν is flow velocity, t is grouting time, ∇ is divergence operator, p is
grout pressure, I is identity tensor, µ is slurry viscosity, and F is volume force.

The flow law of slurry can be expressed by a continuity equation because the flow process
is continuous. The slurry is assumed incompressible in the flow process and the continuity
equation is based on mass conservation. The continuity equation is expressed as [45]

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (2)

In the actual grouting process, the compressibility of the slurry is negligible [1], there-
fore, Equations (1) and (2) can be rewritten as

ρ
∂v
∂t

+ ρ(v · ∇)v = ∇ ·
{
−p · I + µ

[
∇v + (∇v)T

]}
+ F (3)

ρ∇ · v = 0 (4)

The inertia term in the equation can be ignored if the viscous deformation stress of
slurry is ignored, Equation (3) can be further simplified as [45]

ρ
∂v
∂t

= ∇ ·
{
−p · I + µ

[
∇v + (∇v)T

]}
+ F (5)

The constitutive relation of slurry flow is expressed the viscosity of slurry, the general
expressions is

τ = µ
.
γ− 2

3
µ(∇v)I (6)

Ignoring the compressibility of the slurry, Equation (6) can be simplified as

τ = µ
.
γ (7)

In Equation (7),
.
γ is the engineering strain rate tensor, and the expression is

.
γ =

[
∇v + (∇v)T

]
(8)

The viscosity of slurry has time-varying characteristics. The results show that slurry
with low water cement ratio (w/c) is a power-law fluid (w/c = 0.5~0.7), the w/c of Bingham
fluid slurry is 0.8–1.0, and slurry with w/c > 2.0 is Newtonian fluid [32]. The w/c used
for grouting the limestone aquifer in coal measures is generally 1.0, so it is considered as
Bingham fluid. The viscosity variation law is in the form of exponential function

µ(t) = µt0 ekt (9)

Therefore, the expression of Bingham fluid constitutive equation is
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τ = τ0 + µ
.
γ (10)

By substituting Equation (9) into Equation (10), the rheological equation of Bingham
fluid with the curve which not passing through the origin is usually given as [32]

τ = τ0 + µt0 ekt .
γ (11)

2.3. Detection Methods of Water Abundance of Working Face Floor

Due to the growing threat of water disasters, it has become particularly important to
detect water abundance within the seam floor before stoping. On the basis of The Detailed
Rules for Water Disaster Prevention and Control of Coal Mines (NCMSA 2018), geophysical and
drilling exploration methods should be applied simultaneously when a high-pressure karst
aquifer and good water abundance exist in the coal seam floor [46]. Therefore, the transient
electromagnetic method (TEM) and drilling exploration were used simultaneously to detect
the floor of working face to detect the water bearing properties of the limestone. TEM
is based on the time domain electromagnetic induction method. By manually supplying
current pulse square wave, the law of the secondary magnetic field is observed to determine
the characteristics of the geological structure. In the TEM detection results, the areas where
the attenuation rate of the secondary magnetic field slows down mainly indicate areas where
the rock stratum is broken, the water-abundance is strong, or a fracture has developed.

3. Mathematical Modeling of the Suspension Diffusion Process

The negligence of the influence of gravity on slurry diffusion in a single plate fracture
with equal opening makes it possible to simplify to a two-dimensional problem, and
therefore the slurry diffusion form is axisymmetric diffusion. The rectangular coordinate
system as shown in the Figure 2 with the symmetry axis and vertical direction of the
fracture as the coordinate axis. We analyze the forces in view of the micro element of slurry,
taking the fracture center as the symmetry axis.

Figure 2. Force analysis of slurry motion [32].

As shown in Figure 2, b is fracture width, p0 is hydrostatic pressure, dx is micro element
length, dp is slurry pressure increment per unit volume, h is half the height of the micro element.

According to the sectional shear force distribution formula at any position in the
fracture, the distribution law of shear stress along the fracture width direction can be
obtained based on the stress analysis of the micro element

τ = −y
dp
dx

(12)

The order of the pressure gradient in x direction is

A = −dp
dx

(13)

Besides, the flow core zone is in the symmetric region of the fracture center when
Bingham fluid flows in the fracture (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Sectional shear force distribution [32].

Assuming that the shear stress on the edge of the flow core zone is τ0, the distribution
of shear stress is [32]

τ =


0,−r0 < y < r0

τ0, y = ±r0

Ay, r0 < |y| < b
2

Ab
2 , y = ± b

2

(14)

thus, we can obtain

τ0 = −r0
dp
dx

(15)

That is, the radius of the flow core area is

r0 = −τ0·A−1 (16)

In addition, the flow core area is not greater than the fracture width

r0 ≤
b
2

(17)

thus, we can obtain [47]

− dp
dx
≥ 2τ0

b
(18)

Equation (18) shows that there is a starting pressure gradient when unsteady Bingham
slurry flows

λ =
2τ0

b
(19)

Combining Equations (11) and (12) results in

dv
dy

=
τ0

µt0 ekt +
y

µt0 ekt ·
dp
dx

(20)

The boundary conditions can be written as
y = ± b

2 , v = 0

y ≤ r0, v = v
r0 ≤ b

2

(21)

Substituting Equation (21) into Equation (20), the benchmark solution of velocity can
be given as [47]

v =


− b2−4y2

8µt0 ekt
dp
dx −

τ0
µt0 ekt

(
b
2 − |y|

)
, r0 ≤ |y| ≤ b

2

− b2−4r0
2

8µt0 ekt
dp
dx −

τ0
µt0 ekt

(
b
2 − r0

)
, |y| ≤ r0

(22)

By integrating and averaging the slurry velocity in the fracture width direction, the
average slurry velocity in the fracture can be obtained as [47]
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v =
−b2

12µt0 ekt

dp
dx

+
3τ0

b
+

4τ0
3
(

dp
dx

)−2

b3

 (23)

Assuming that the grouting flow is Q, then

Q = 2πxbv =
−b3πx
6µt0 ekt

dp
dx

+
3τ0

b
+

4τ0
3
(

dp
dx

)−2

b3

 (24)

Considering the pressure gradient of slurry is generally much greater than its own
shear yield stress in grouting engineering, the high-order minor term in Equation (24) can
be ignored and integrate x in Equation (24)

p = −3τ0

b
x− 6µt0 ektQ

πb3 · lnx + C (25)

The injection amount of slurry is equal to the diffusion amount of slurry in the fracture
according to the law of mass conservation, we have

Qt = bπ
(

rt
2 − rc

2
)

(26)

The radius of grouting hole, rc, can be ignored since the grouting hole size is very
small compared with the slurry diffusion area, Equation (26) can be written as

t =
Q

πbrt2 (27)

With the diffusion of slurry, the slurry pressure in the fracture gradually decreases. When
the farthest point of slurry diffusion is rt, the slurry stops diffusion. Then we can obtain{

x = rt, p = p0
x = rc, t = 0

(28)

By substituting Equation (28) into Equation (25), the relationship between grouting
pressure and slurry diffusion distance can be obtained

p = p0 +
3τ0

b
(rt − rc) +

6µt0 e
kQ

πbrt2 Q
πb3 ln

rt

rc
(29)

Equation (29) shows the grouting pressure required for predetermined slurry diffusion
radius can be obtained by known grouting hole pressure and injection flow. Slurry prop-
erties, fracture parameters, grouting parameters, and water pressure are the parameters
affecting the slurry diffusion process.

4. Validation with In Situ Engineering
4.1. Overview of the Chensilou Coal Mine

The Chensilou Coal Mine is located in the northeast of Yongcheng-Xiayi coal mining
area, Henan Province in China (Figure 4) [48]. It covers an area of 62 square kilometers
and has an annual production of 4.5 million metric tons. Working Face 2509 is mined in
22 coal seams, creating a complex structure and fold developed with an average thickness
of 2.34 m; 22 normal faults were actually exposed during roadway excavation. According to
the hydrogeological data collected during the roadway excavation, karst and fractures are
relatively developed, which belong to the aquifer with medium water abundance, and the
indirect water-filled source of Working Face 2509 is limestone water in the upper Taiyuan
formation (L11–L8). The 22 coal seam floors are 41.55 m, 60.16 m, 70.16 m, and 75.19 m away
from L11, L10, L9, and L8 limestone of upper Taiyuan formation, respectively (Figure 5).

According to observation data of water pressure, the floor of Working Face 2509 was
subject to the highest hydrostatic pressure of limestone aquifer in the upper Taiyuan
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formation is 5.34 MPa. The calculation formula of safe head pressure in working face floor
according to the NCMSA was [46]

P = Ts·M (30)

where P is the water pressure at the base of the floor aquitard (MPa), TS is the water inrush
coefficient (MPa/m), the NCMSA states that the water inrush coefficient should not exceed
0.06 MPa/m in an area where the coal seam floor has been fractured or 0.1 MPa/m in an
unfractured area, M is the thickness of the aquitard (m).

As the floor of Working Face 2509 was complex a structure and fold developed, so the
TS was selected according to the seam floor has been fractured to calculate the thickness of
the aquitard. Then [46]

M =
P

0.06
(31)

Figure 4. Location of the study area.

Therefore, to make the aquifuge thickness of Working Face 2509’s floor reach the
safety aquifuge (89 m) and realize the role of blocking water, it was finally determined to
transform L8 to an aquitard, thereby ensuring the safe mining of Working Face 2509.

4.2. Detection Results of Water Abundance of Working Face Floor

From Figure 6, we can see that 11 areas showed an attenuated secondary magnetic
field under TEM; i.e., zones A, B, . . . , K, were all located 50 m below the floor of Working
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Face 2509, and the water-rich areas were located 70 m below working face floor. It was
believed that L8 was rich in water in these zones.

Figure 5. Histogram of the floor strata.

As the most direct and accurate method, drilling was often used to determine the
distribution of water rich areas in the floor of working face. A total of 63 boreholes were
drilled in the L8 aquifer and the water inflow was analyzed to verify the abnormal areas
obtained by TEM. For the various boreholes, by water inflow group as shown in Figure 7,
the numbers with water inflow above 5 m3/h and exceeding 50 m3/h were 52 and 10,
respectively. The drilling results confirmed the existence of the water rich areas in the floor
detected by TEM in Working Face 2509.

4.3. Determination of Grouting Pressure

Equation (29) shows the relationship between slurry diffusion distance and the grout-
ing pump pressure. According to grouting material of the Chensilou Coal Mine, the
following parameters were applied: the hydrostatic pressure p0 was 5.34 MPa, the fracture
width b was 0.5 mm, the radius of grouting hole rc was 4.45 × 10−2 m2, and the slurry
injection flow Q was 150 L/min. According to the existing research results, and by taking
the effects of the viscosity, separated water ratio, and compressive strength of stone body of
slurry into account, the value of w/c of the slurry should be 0.8–1.0. The larger the w/c, the
easier the slurry settles and the higher the stone rate [49]. To ensure the filling and blocking
effect owing to the large water inflow of the floor of Working Face 2509, the w/c of slurry
selected was 1.0, and hence the slurry can be regarded as Bingham fluid.
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Figure 6. TEM results along the gate road of Working Face 2509 before grouting: (a) TEM detection
profile; (b) the upper gate road; (c) the lower gate road.

Figure 7. Number of boreholes with different water inflows (Q).

Substituting the above data into Equation (29), the relationship between the slurry
diffusion distance with grouting time under different grouting pressure is shown in Figure 8.
As can be seen from Figure 8, the grout diffusion distance has a prominent stage characteristic
with the change of grouting pump pressure. The slurry diffusion distance increases with
the increase in grouting time with different grouting pressure; however, the growth rate
decreases gradually and the change rate of slurry diffusion distance becomes smaller and
smaller. When the grouting time reaches a certain value, the slurry diffusion distance will
tend to a stable value. If the grouting was continued at this time, the slurry diffusion range
was limited and the grouting became more and more difficult.
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Figure 8. Variation of slurry diffusion distance with grouting time under different grouting pressures.

The general view was that the greater the grouting pressure, the greater the slurry
diffusion distance. However, higher grouting pressure will expand the fracture and widen
the flow channel, and the time required to reach the limit diffusion distance will also
increase, even leading to roadway floor and wall heave, and the slurry will diffuse to
the section that does not need reinforcement [1]. Therefore, the grouting pressure should
be reasonably determined. The research showed that, after high-pressure grouting, the
diffusion distance of Bingham slurry in the fracture development direction was designed
as 20–30 m [7], and the conservative value of 20 m was adopted in this paper. According to
these analysis results, the final pressure was 12 MPa when the designed slurry diffusion
radius rt was 20 m.

4.4. Testing the Effectiveness of Grouting Reinforcement

Grouting effectiveness test was carried out on floor limestone aquifers of Working
Face 2509. The results showed that the areas and size of the water rich areas detected by
TEM was significantly reduced, indicating that the grouting was effective (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. TEM results along the gate road of Working Face 2509 after grouting: (a) the upper gate
road; (b) the lower gate road.
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To determine the effectiveness of the grouting reinforcement, the water rich areas
detected by TEM named L, M, N, and O were drilled, two or three test holes in each drilling
site. As was already mentioned, it was considered as a safe condition if the water flow
of a single test hole was less than 5 m3/h. A total of nine testing holes were drilled and
the test results are shown in Table 1, which displays that the smallest water inflow was
0.5 m3/h (N1 hole), and the largest was 4.5 m3/h (L2 hole). Water inflows at all test holes
were under 5 m3/h and reduced clearly compared with those listed in Figure 7. It was
proved by practice that the grouting reinforcement was successful for no floor water inrush
occurred during production of Working Face 2509.

Table 1. Water inflow statistics of the drilling test.

Zone No. Hole No. Water Inflow (m3/h)

L
L1 3
L2 4.5

M
M1 2
M2 4
M3 2

N
N1 0.5
N2 3

O
O1 3.5
O2 4

5. Conclusions

To prevent water-bursting disasters from occurring in the floor of a mine in the North
China coalfield and to minimize deaths and economic loss, grouting transformation for
limestone aquifers in coal floor is an effective means.

In this paper, by regarding slurry as a Bingham liquid of time-dependent behavior, the
slurry diffusion mechanism in the horizontal fracture of a fractured aquifer was studied.
A theoretical model of one-dimensional permeation grouting considering the temporal and
spatial variation of slurry viscosity under constant grouting rate was developed. In this
model, the grouting pressure required for predetermined slurry diffusion radius can be
obtained by known grouting hole pressure and injection flow.

The mathematical modeling of the suspension diffusion process was verified in the
Chensilou Coal Mine. To ensure the safe mining of Working Face 2509, the floor of the
working face should be grouted to the bottom of the L8 limestone aquifer, according to
the geological conditions of Working Face 2509 and the water inrush coefficient, so as to
make the floor a safe water resisting layer of the working face that reaches 89 m. The
grouting areas of fractured aquifer were determined according to TEM and drilling results,
the grouting pressure with predetermined slurry diffusion distance was determined by
using the slurry diffusion theoretical model, and it was found that the final pressure was
12 MPa when the designed slurry diffusion radius was 20 m. To guarantee the grouting
quality under high water pressure, cement was regard as the main dry material of the
grouting slurry and the grouting method of repeated pipe fixation was used. Finally, it has
been proved by practice that the grouting reinforcement was successful in eliminating floor
water inrush during production of Working Face 2509.
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